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Language is the tool used to perceive the world. With language we cannot 
possibly think properly, and then we cannot perceive and interpret the world. Just 
as Ludwig Wittgenstein said:“The limits of my language mean the limits of my 
world”. However, Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra is inconsistent in its attitude to 
language: on the one hand, it denies the objectiveness of language, believing 
language is vain; on the other hand, it acknowledges language’s marking 
function. The inconsistency of attitude to language is also reflected in another 
aspect of Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra: language and “vimoksa”. It asserts, on the 
one hand, that “vimoksa” does not need language; on the other hand, it asserts 
that “vimoksa” cannot be expressed without language. The contradiction can be 
summarized as: “no language and necessary language”. 
“Necessary language” indicates the possibility and necessity to interpret 
“vimoksa”. “No language”, however, indicates the impossibility and un-necessity 
of the same thing. “No interpretation of “vimoksa” without language” shows the 
possibility and necessity in which “vimoksa” can be interpreted. Its possibility 
lies in the affirmation of language’s marking function by Vimalakirti Nirdesa 
Sutra. Its necessity lies in the fact that to rescue all flesh, according to Mahayana 
doctrines, “vimoksa” have to be interpreted. All flesh can reach “vimoksa” 
through language. 
“No language” indicates not only the vanity of language, but also that the 
interpreter can do without language. So in Vimalakirti Nirdesa Sutra exists much 
that is inexpressible. This is the impossibility indicated by “no language”. The 
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vimoksa in any way”. Therefore, man who wants to reach “vimoksa” does not 
necessary depend on language.  
In short, the internal intension between “no” and “without” can be 
summarized into two aspects: dependable and undependable, expressible and 
inexpressible.  
We will definitely fall into paradox, in fact, so long as we talk of “the 
inexpressible”. How can the “the inexpressible” be expressed. However, “the 
inexpressible” have to be expressed so that it can be understood and accepted. 
This paradox is actually not a real paradox. It is because of the limitation of the 
experiential and formal language that the “the inexpressible” cannot be expressed. 
The “the inexpressible” can possibly be expressed by uncommon language 
forms.  
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